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ONLINE K-12  SCHOOLING IN THE U.S.: 

UNCERTAIN PRIVATE VENTURES  

IN NEED OF PUBLIC REGULATION  

Gene V Glass and Kevin G. Welner, University of Colorado Boulder 

 

Executive Summary 

Over just the past decade, online learning at the K-12 level has grown from a novelty to a 

movement. Often using the authority and mechanism of state charters, and in league with 

home schoolers and other allies, private companies and some state entities are now 

providing full-time online schooling to a rapidly increasing number of students in the U.S. 

Little or no research is yet available on the outcomes of such full-time virtual schooling. 

Partial or ―blended‖ approaches to virtual education, however, have existed for some time 

and have been studied fairly extensively. These approaches provide virtual courses in 

certain areas (math, English, and social studies, for example), and research has shown the 

virtual courses to produce test scores comparable to those from conventional, face-to-face 

courses. 

While such research is useful, it tells us little about scaling up from isolated courses to full -

time virtual schooling. Some areas of the curriculum (the arts, for example) are likely 

beyond the successful reach of these new arrangements. And research thus far has offered 

little information about outcomes beyond scores on written tests. Moreover, the rapid 

growth of virtual schooling raises several immediate, critical questions for legislators 

regarding matters such as cost, funding, and quality.  

Virtual education presents policy challenges to governments at all levels, from local school 

boards to the federal government. However, the challenges are particularly acute for 

states, because states bear responsibility for sanctioning and chartering online providers. 

Therefore, this policy brief is accompanied by model statutory code language to addresses 

the issues raised by research and discussed in the main body of this brief. 
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ONLINE K-12  SCHOOLING IN THE U.S.: 

UNCERTAIN PRIVATE VENTURES  

IN NEED OF PUBLIC REGULATION  

 

Introduction 

This policy brief has four goals: (1) to describe the current status of ―online‖ (computer 

mediated) schooling in America; (2) to synthesize major research findings on the 

effectiveness of online instruction; (3) to analyze and discuss the political and economic 

forces shaping the movement toward increased use of online education at the K-12 level; 

and (4) to offer recommendations based on the findings. In part, this brief updates and 

supplements Gene Glass’s April 2009 report, The Realities of K-12 Virtual Education.1  

Virtual or ―online‖ schooling is a growing  phenomenon, extolled by some and found 

troubling by others. In its contemporary form, virtual education provides asynchronous, 

computer-mediated interaction between a teacher and students over the Internet. In just a 

decade, such virtual education has grown from a novelty to a movement that is now driven 

by a handful of large companies. Although exact counts are elusive, online instruction 

provided all or part of the formal schooling for nearly one in every 50 students in the U.S.  

in 2007, and the sector has increased rapidly since then.  

Virtual schooling can be classified either as supplemental (including credit recovery) or as 

full-time cyber schools, with the former currently accounting for about twice the number 

of students as the latter.2 Students who schedule an online course to make up a failed 

course are engaging in credit recovery. Often, such online work allows a student to 

graduate on time. Supplemental courses might also include advanced courses not available 

at the student’s usual school. Because most of these students’ coursework is completed in a 

traditional school, they are usually well known by their teachers. 

The situation with full-time virtual schooling is somewhat different, however. Students as 

well as their teachers may be widely separated, with little or no interaction beyond a 

particular course. These cyber schools exist in at least 27 states today3 and are 

substantially different from established public schools administering online supplemental 

programs. Frequently taking the form of online charter schools, they represent a 

convergence of home schooling, charter schools, and online content providers. These 

virtual schools have intrigued politicians, particularly those seeking to lower expenditures 

for K-12 education.4 As a few large, private companies lobby legislatures across the nation,5 

full-time cyberschools have spread widely. However, virtual schools—often chartered by a 

state agency and supported wholly or in large part by state funds—have not been 

completely embraced by education professionals. Experienced educators have worried that 

something important may be lost when live teachers and classroom communities are 

replaced by laptops.6 
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Assuming virtual schooling continues to advance, as is likely, legislatures will be 

increasingly called on to address the important policy issues that arise in this radical 

transformation of K-12 public education. We offer this brief as a resource for legislators in 

their efforts to protect the public interest in their school systems.  

Review of Research 

Research on virtual K-12 schooling speaks to four issues: 1) the incidence and rate of 

growth of the virtual school population; 2) the effectiveness of virtual K-12 schooling in 

terms of student academic achievement; 3) the cost of virtual K-12 schooling, particularly 

in relation to the cost of conventional ―brick-and-mortar‖ education; and 4) the quality of 

virtual K-12 schooling as it might be viewed by traditional accrediting agencies and the 

public. Each of these issues is discussed below. 

The Incidence and Growth of Virtual Education 

This brief focuses on privately owned and operated virtual schools, most often taking the 

form of charter schools. That is, the focus is on publicly funded private ventures, and this 

combination of public and private interests raises significant and timely questions about 

the need for regulatory guidance. 

Our rationale for concentrating this brief on these private enterprises is simply one of 

numbers. While state-run virtual schools now exist in at least 39 states, only a small 

percentage of their enrollment is full-time.7  

Nationally representative surveys have yet to be conducted (though they are likely at the 

federal level soon), but a detailed listing of online schooling programs at state and local 

levels is available in the annual Keeping Pace reports produced by Evergreen Consulting 

Associates.8 The latest Keeping Pace report sets forth specifics concerning the Education 

Management Organizations (EMOs) that tend to operate these schools:9 

National [EMOs] are a key part of the full-time online school landscape, because 

they operate the schools that collectively make up more than perhaps 75% of the 

total enrollment in all full-time online schools. The EMOs are a mix of 

companies that started as online school providers (e.g., K12 Inc., Connections 

Academy, Insight Schools) and companies that were involved in education and 

have recently begun offering online schools (e.g., Edison, Kaplan). 10 

Looking back over the past decade, one sees only a patchwork of research studies 

attempting to describe the growth of virtual schools and the role of charter schools. In 

2001-2002, a survey conducted by Dick Carpenter identified more than 70 virtual charter 

schools operating in Arizona, California, Florida, Michigan, or Texas.11 Setzer and Lewis 

reported that in the 2002–2003 academic year, some 330,000 students were enrolled in 

distance education courses, with a presence in one-third of the nation’s school districts.12 
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Smith, Clark & Blomeyer estimated in 2005 that 1 in 100 U.S. K-12 public school students 

had taken at least one online course.13 

Also in 2005, a single company (K12 Inc., a private company headquartered in Herndon, 

Virginia) reported having sold curriculum and distance-learning products to school 

districts, charter schools, and home schoolers in 13 states serving 50,000 online students, 

an increase from 12,000 students in 11 states just one year earlier.14 

In 2007, the Sloan Consortium conducted a two-year follow-up survey of school district 

administrators to gauge the prevalence and rate of growth of K-12 virtual schooling.15 

Consortium researchers estimated that more than a million students in the U.S. were  

By the year 2011, approximately 40 states operated or authorized 

online schools that students may attend full or part time . 

engaged in some form of virtual schooling, nearly a 50% increase over 2005-2006. The 

estimate of one million students represents 2% of all U.S. elementary and secondary 

students—or double the 2005 estimate of 1%.16 

By the year 2011, approximately 40 states operated or authorized online schools that 

students may attend full or part time.17 About 30% of high school students and 19% of 

middle school students report having taken at least one course online in either a blended 

(online and face-to-face) or totally self-directed format.18 Nearly two dozen states prohibit 

full-time virtual schooling but allow virtual education to supplement traditional schooling 

for the purpose of credit recovery or access to courses not offered locally, or to serve 

homebound or rural students.19 Seventeen states permit virtual schooling both for credit 

recovery and convenience (in the case of rural or home-schooled students), or through 

charter schools. 

In 2010, as many as 27 states had at least one full-time virtual school,20 a figure up from 

about 20 in 2003-2004.21 For the 2009-2010 school year, more than 150,000 K-12 

students were enrolled in full-time online schools.22 Three states—Arizona, Ohio, and 

Pennsylvania—were operating multi-district, full-time virtual schools with more than 

24,000 students enrolled in each state. These schools are almost all charter schools. 

Current estimates of the number of full-time virtual school students are difficult to obtain. 

No single governmental body collects such data, and even state education agencies are 

often not forthcoming with data on numbers of full-time students in virtual schools. 

However, the Wikipedia entry for ―virtual schools‖ lists more than 200 full-time virtual K-

12 schools.23 Some of these schools enroll thousands of full-time students. The Florida 

Virtual School currently enrolls somewhere between 30,000 and 40,000 full-time middle 

and high school students, most of these being home schooled.24  

In league with the home schooling and charter school movements, virtual schooling has 

become the fastest growing alternative to traditional K-12 education in the United States. 

As discussed below, this growth is due in large part to the entry of for-profit companies 

into the arena of K-12 public education. 
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Effectiveness of Virtual K-12 Education 

Meta-analyses of studies investigating achievement outcomes of part-time virtual 

schooling—none looked at full-time virtual schooling—have appeared in four major 

publications. The studies asked whether computer-mediated, asynchronous teaching and 

learning via computers produces similar achievement on written tests as the same material 

taught in a traditional, synchronous, face-to-face setting. None of the studies synthesized 

in these meta-analyses looked at complete curricula (reading, math, language arts, social 

studies, and the like); they each looked only at a partial curriculum (e.g., reading, math, or 

both). Further, none examined test performance over an extended period of time or with 

adequate follow-ups. And as just noted, none attempted to compare outcomes for virtual 

and traditional full-time schooling. 

In 2004, Cavanaugh, Gillan, Kromrey, Hess, and Blomeyer25 published the first meta-

analysis of online learning outcomes focused entirely on K-12 teaching. The authors 

synthesized the results of 14 studies published between 1989 and 2004 that compared 

online courses with face-to-face courses; each met strict inclusion criteria for internal 

experimental validity. Outcomes were measured by written tests of course objectives. The 

authors concluded that there were no statistically significant differences in achievement 

between online and conventional courses. 

In 2005, Smith, Clark, and Blomeyer26 published a meta-analysis to update the work of 

Cavanaugh and her colleagues; the eight experimental and quasi-experimental studies 

included all targeted K-12 student achievement and met similarly high standards for 

experimental validity. Findings supported the conclusions of the earlier meta-analysis. In 

2006, Tallent-Runnels and her colleagues reviewed achievement in online courses across a 

wide span of ages and subjects and similarly concluded that ―… learning outcomes 

appeared to be the same as in traditional courses.‖ 27  

A final meta-analysis was conducted by SRI International and staff at the Center for 

Technology in Learning, U.S. Department of Education. This is the most recent review. Its 

approach was comprehensive, including primarily studies of higher education; as noted 

below, only five studies concerned K-12 education. The meta-analysis examined some 51 

independent effect size measures drawn from comparative studies published between 1996 

and 2008. The most general conclusion in the abstract and the executive summary of this 

report reads as follows: ―The meta-analysis found that, on average, students in online 

learning conditions performed better than those receiving face-to-face instruction.‖28 One 

can expect this conclusion to be widely quoted by proponents and vendors of online 

courses. However, several caveats, some of which appear in the USDOE report itself, will 

likely be ignored: 

 Several of the studies integrated in the meta-analysis compared face-to-face 

instruction with a combination of online and face-to-face instruction (the latter 

often referred to as ―blended‖ or ―hybrid‖ instruction); hence, these results cannot 

be extrapolated to situations where 100% online instruction is advocated as a 

replacement for face-to-face instruction.  
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 The USDOE analysts also noted that many of these hybrid situations gave more 

instructional time and added instructional elements than the face-to-face condition 

with which they were compared. Therefore, the comparison might be between 

students studying in a hybrid situation for 100 hours versus students in face-to-face 

instruction for 75 hours. In point of fact, only five studies included in the meta-

analysis were conducted at the K-12 level, and all of these involved comparisons of 

blended online plus face-to-face instruction versus only face-to-face instruction. 

Moreover, of the seven effect sizes from these five studies, two actually favored 

face-to-face instruction over blended instruction.  

 As noted above, most of the data synthesized in the meta-analysis were from 

experiments performed on medical training or in a post-secondary setting. The 

study authors concluded, ―The positive effects associated with blended learning 

should not be attributed to the media, per se. An unexpected finding was the small 

number of rigorous published studies contrasting online and face-to-face learning 

conditions for K–12 students. In light of this small corpus, caution is required in 

generalizing to the K–12 population….‖ (p. ix, emphasis added). 

It is worth repeating here the three limitations mentioned at the outset of this section: no  

study examined test performance over an extended period of time, none attempted to 

compare outcomes for virtual and traditional full-time schooling, and none looked at a 

complete curriculum. Concerning this last point, the vast majority of research in this area 

has examined achievement in highly structured curricular areas such as science, math, and 

technical knowledge. Missing from all this research are studies that investigate less easily 

codified subjects, for example, art, music, interpretation of literature, and the like. 29 

Accordingly, the question whether virtual education can substitute in toto for traditional 

face-to-face education is substantively different from the questions addressed in these 

studies. No reasonable person doubts that learning can take place ―over a computer 

network.‖ Perhaps no reasonable person likewise believes that everything students learn in 

a traditional education can be acquired working alone on a computer. Surely there are things 

to be learned at a deeper level that cannot survive the translation to cable, processor, and 

LCD screen.30 While many students in a virtual school who express an interest in a particular 

foreign language or a laboratory science course might be able to supplement their education 

with offerings from a local community college, these are questions and approaches that 

should be considered by policymakers. Those policymakers should also have concerns in 

addition to academics. For instance, intergroup contact is likely to lead to improved 

intergroup relations,31 and we do not know whether or how this can be accomplished 

through virtual schooling. Nor do we know much about how full-time virtual school can or 

should serve special needs students.32 

In sum, beyond the narrow evidence focused on short-term results on standardized tests, 

focused overwhelmingly on reading and math, and focused exclusively on supplemental online 

education, the research in this area is extremely limited. Those making policy should be clear 

on this key point: there exists no evidence from research that full-time virtual schooling at the 

K-12 level is an adequate replacement for traditional face-to-face teaching and learning. Yet to 
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date, this lack of support appears to have exerted little or no influence on the proliferation of 

virtual K-12 schools. While existing research does not document harm, this evidentiary void 

raises cautions that should favor pilot programs and careful evaluations rather than large-

scale expansion of the sector. 

Expenditures for K-12 Virtual Schooling 

Although profit-making providers of online courses often began business as small 

companies developing Advanced Placement (AP) or credit recovery courses, they are now 

rapidly moving into the market of full-time virtual schooling funded by states under 

charter school programs. Virtual charter schools have sought to be funded exactly as if 

they were ―brick-and-mortar‖ charter schools. Although legislatures often supported the 

creation of virtual schools as a way to reduce costs, virtual education providers insist that 

expenses for virtual schools are comparable to those for conventional schools.33 Providers 

lobby legislators vigorously for equal funding, often citing a cost analysis by the firm of 

Augenblick, Palaich and Associates as the basis for the claim that ―…the operating costs of 

online programs are about the same as the costs of operating brick-and-mortar schools.‖ 

The following key proviso in that report is seldom mentioned: ―It is important to note, 

however, that APA did not look at costs related to building facilities or transportation in 

this study.‖34 Size differences in virtual classes will also create economies of large-scale 

that greatly affect the bottom line. 

State reimbursement policies vary widely. K12 Inc. claims that ―On average, public virtual 

schools receive approximately 30% less funding than traditional schools.‖35 It is not clear if 

this is a weighted average, nor is it clear whether the traditional schools referenced are 

traditional (brick-and-mortar) charters or other public schools. However, the various state 

laws do tend to fund virtual schools at (or close to) the normal charter school amount for 

that state.36  

Equity and Virtual Schooling 

Most changes in the way schools operate can be thought of as tools. Used well, such tools 

can be beneficial; used poorly, they can be harmful. In short, the specifics matter. Online 

schooling, as a tool at the disposal of education policymakers, can likely be used to 

enhance the opportunities of less-advantaged students. It can also represent opportunities 

denied to such students, or it could provide opportunities but in a way that is inferior or 

inadequate. Each of these possibilities is considered briefly below. 

In its initial incarnation as distance education, online schooling emerged as a way to 

provide learning opportunities to rural, inaccessible students.37 Similarly, supplemental 

online courses today can provide advanced and diverse courses to students whose local 

schools are small, with limited offerings. These are clear instances of online education 

being used as a tool to expand and enhance education equity. 
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However, in a situation where online education provides new and superior opportunities , 

yet the policy does not ensure equal access to all students, the development of this sector 

can represent opportunities denied to less advantaged students. In this past, this concern 

has been spoken of in terms of the so-called ―digital divide.‖38 But in many ways it is just a 

high-tech version of the stratified access issues that have long played out in American 

schooling. Advantages worth having will generally be taken disproportionately by 

influential parents, unless the policy is deliberately designed to ensure equitable access.39 

But the most salient virtual-education equity issue now facing policymakers is not the 

denial of higher-quality opportunities—it is the imposition of lower-quality ones. 

Particularly in a time of shrinking budgets and a focus on so-called turnarounds of urban 

schools,40 the temptation will be great for states and districts to substitute lower-cost, full-

time virtual schools. We can foresee a scenario where narrow test-score measures are used 

to claim that these virtual schools are just as good (or even better) than the brick-and-

mortar schools that formerly served the communities—even while middle-class and 

wealthier parents would never accept this substitution in their own neighborhoods. 

Should policymakers be concerned about the possibility of virtual schooling being a cheap 

form of education for the ―have-nots‖? Should they be concerned about it being denied to 

those same disadvantaged students? Should they be looking for ways to enhance the 

quality, accountability, and usefulness of this new tool? We believe that, because online 

education is merely a tool and can take on a variety of forms and quality, all of these are 

important concerns.  

This suggests an evolving dynamic between government officials on the one hand and, on 

the other, a coalition of virtual school companies, home schoolers, and charter school 

advocates. At the beginning of K-12 virtual schooling movement, few rules were in place, 

reflecting very little knowledge about the nature or cost of virtual schooling. Legislators 

and other policymakers are now taking a closer look at what is actually taking place in 

these arrangements and adjusting funding and rules accordingly. But the knowledge base 

is still incomplete and developing.  

Quality of Virtual Schooling 

Quality issues concerning virtual K-12 schooling reach far beyond what paper-and-pencil 

achievement tests might show. In addition to obvious features such as course quality and 

curriculum (evaluations of which are almost entirely lacking), there are concerns specific 

to virtual schools regarding elements such as teacher certification, authenticity of student 

work, and accreditation. These three issues are discussed briefly below. 

Teacher certification 

The matter of certification of teachers in virtual schools is complex. In addition to 

questions about the quality of programs designed to prepare teachers for online 

instruction,41 and subsequently about what it might mean for a virtual school to say it 
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employs only ―certified‖ teachers, questions have arisen about who actually does the 

teaching in a virtual school. In Arizona, K12 Inc. actually ―outsourced‖ instructional 

functions of the Arizona Virtual Academy, a virtual school, to low-paid workers in India.42 

After the outsourcing gained national attention, the company stopped the practice. In 

Wisconsin, issues of teacher certification were implicated in litigation resulting in a 2007 

Court of Appeals decision finding, among other things, that the Wisconsin Virtual 

Academy put parents in the position of teachers, in violation of the state’s teacher 

certification law.43 The legislature subsequently amended the law to provide greater 

regulation of virtual schools.44 

Authenticity of student work 

Whenever teacher and student are not in a face-to-face relationship, suspicions are 

increased that all or much of the work being assessed may not be that of the students 

themselves. Thinking back to our own schooling days, we can recall how teachers 

organized and supervised the classroom environment to minimize the possibility of 

cheating. But in a virtual classroom, how does one—the teacher, the superintendent, the 

college admissions officer, the employer—know that the student who signed up for the 

course actually did the assignments and took the tests? 

The obvious answer for conferring legitimacy on students’ work in a virtual environment is 

relatively simple. A trusted organization must administer the most important 

examinations in person to the individual receiving credit. This issue is so important that it 

has, for example, found its way into the enabling legislation for the South Carolina Virtual 

School Program: ―Students enrolled in an online course for a unit of credit must be 

administered final exams and appropriate state assessments in a proctored 

environment.‖45 Kaplan K12 Learning Services, a subsidiary of The Washington Post 

Company, and Pearson VUE, a private company that administers tests in testing centers 

around the country, are sometimes used as proctors for various online courses and 

schools. But this practice is still relatively rare. The problems that can thus arise are 

illustrated by the following two recent examples, one from Colorado and one from Ohio.  

Students at North High School in Denver, Colorado, engaged in a credit recovery online 

program provided by Apex Learning Inc. They were found to have devised a number of 

strategies for passing exams without actually having acquired the skills or knowledge being 

taught. Smart phones could be logged into web sites like www.answers.com, 

www.calculateme.com, and www.myalgebra.com. North High School’s graduation rate 

jumped from 46% in 2008, before the online credit recovery program started, to 64% in 

2010. Cheryl Vedoe, CEO of Apex Learning is quoted as saying, ―… there is a relatively 

limited amount that Apex can do to prevent students from utilizing the web to go look up 

answers.‖46  

Further, the lack of face-to-face relationships between students and teachers can lead to 

abuses that threaten the legitimacy of the entire institution of cyber-schooling. In Ohio, 

roughly half of the students in an online K-12 school were found not even to own a 
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computer; only 3% of the African American students enrolled in this school ever 

graduated.47 These are circumstances that would be difficult to ignore in traditional brick-

and-mortar schools. 

Accreditation 

Several private groups have offered accreditation services to virtual schools: the 

Commission on International and Trans-Regional Accreditation, the Northwest 

Association of Accredited Schools,48 the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools 

Council on Accreditation and School Improvement, and the Western Association of 

Schools and Colleges, to name only a few. These agencies, in part because of their rapid 

proliferation, have yet to acquire the legitimacy of more established agencies approved by 

the U. S. Department of Education, such as the Middle States Association of Colleges and 

Schools, the New England Association of Schools and Colleges, North Central Association 

of Colleges and Schools, the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, and the 

Western Association of Schools and Colleges. Such traditional accrediting agencies have 

sought to bring virtual schools under their purview, but few of the virtual schools have 

requested their services. 

The challenge of ensuring reliable accreditation has been demonstrated by higher 

education, which has long struggled with the problem of dubious accrediting agencies. The 

Council for Higher Education Accreditation, a private organization of 3,000 colleges and 

universities, lists more than two dozen accrediting agencies that it identifies as 

questionable. Some of these accredit several online colleges and schools.49 There is no 

doubt that fraud exists, with diploma mills selling diplomas and claiming accreditation 

from at least one of more than 30 accrediting agencies not recognized by the Council on 

Higher Education Accreditation or the U.S. Department of Education.50  

Given such concerns, it is perhaps not surprising that the public remains somewhat 

skeptical about online schooling. The annual Phi Delta Kappa/Gallup education survey has 

asked parents of public school children ―Would you be willing to have your child earn most 

high school credits online?‖51 In the 2007 survey, 73% of parents said they would not be so 

willing, an increase from the 49% of parents who replied ―Not willing‖ in the 2001 survey  

(the only two years when this question was asked). What exactly has caused this 

remarkable rise in skepticism is unclear, but it is reasonable to assume that parents in 

2007 understood the nature and meaning of online education more than their 

counterparts did six years earlier. 

Recent Developments 

States continue to implement online schooling, with big legislative pushes in 2010 and 

2011 seeing virtual schools laws passed in Michigan, Vermont and Montana, among others. 

A 2011 Florida law even requires all students to take at least one online course as a 

condition for earning a high-school diploma.52 Along with this expansion, states are 

currently adopting laws and regulations that touch on issues such as teacher certification 
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and funding as discussed above, as well as a host of related issues, including standards for 

online courses and professional development for online teachers.  

A relatively small number of providers dominate the online schooling market. The 

following six large companies account for much of the content and services sold to full-

time virtual schools: K12 Inc., which entered the business originally as a provider of 

courses for home-schooled students; Educational Options Inc., which started as a provider 

of courses for credit recovery; Apex Learning, originally an online course provider for 

Advanced Placement courses; PLATO; A+LS, originally a provider of courses for 

accelerated learning and credit recovery; and Connections Education, which was recently 

acquired by Pearson PLC for $400 Million.53  These companies are now actively marketing 

a full range of courses and services to full-time virtual schools. 

Some companies and school districts, in their search for greater profits and funding, have 

been exploiting the lack of well-conceived legislation. For instance, K12 Inc. established a 

virtual charter school in Carroll County, Virginia, that enrolls approximately 400 students, 

only 5 of whom in 2011 were residents of the county. Since Carroll County is one of the 

poorest in the state, the state’s per-pupil expenditure for many students there is more than 

$3,500 above the state average. State Senator George Baker was quoted as saying, ―It's a 

really screwed up system. Here’s something that is clearly cheaper. You have a larger 

number of kids per teacher. There’s very little overhead. And yet, we’re paying more.‖54 

Public school districts have also become entrepreneurial. On the prairie in southeastern 

Colorado, a third of a mile north of the New Mexico border, sits the tiny town of Branson, 

Colorado. It has no grocery store and no gas station; in 2000, it had a population of 77 

persons in 43 domiciles.55 Branson is a most unlikely place to have received over $15  

Private corporations, most of which are for-profit, have recognized a huge 

potential market in virtual schooling. 

million in state support for its 1,000 ―virtual students‖ from around the state who attended 

Branson School Online in its first four years (2001-2005). Yet a 2005 New York Times 

story about Branson reported: 

―Cyberschools are the 800-pound gorilla of the choice movement, although 

vouchers and charter schools get a lot more attention,‖ said William Moloney, 

education commissioner in Colorado, where state financing for online schools 

has increased almost 20-fold in five years—to $20.2 million for 3,585 students 

today from $1.1 million for 166 full-time students in 2000.56  

Similarly, tiny rural Vilas School District in Colorado ran ―Hope Co-Op Online Learning 

Academy,‖ with just 17 online teachers hired to serve 3,800 students enrolled from around 

the state.57 The Colorado state auditor in 2006 documented major problems with oversight 

and accreditation in these and other cyber schools, including proof that one virtual school 

sent enrolled children to religious academies.58 
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Commercial Interests and Corporate Relationships 

The rapid expansion of virtual schools operating under state charters raises several 

concerns meriting additional discussion and analysis. Because the K-12 virtual schooling 

sector is dominated by private corporations, some of these concerns arise out of the 

relationship that now must exist between these private businesses and government in the 

area of public education. Two of these concerns were discussed earlier: the function of 

traditional accreditation agencies in the oversight of virtual schooling, and the potential of 

financial incentives to distort decision making. An additional concern is discussed here: 

the role of private companies in the provision of K-12 public education as well as the 

cooperation of government and business in the creation and oversight of virtual schools.   

Private corporations, most of which are for-profit,59 have recognized a huge potential 

market in virtual schooling. One of the largest of these is K12 Inc., co-founded in 1999 by 

William J. Bennett, former Secretary of Education in the Reagan Administration. 60 Ronald 

Packard, CEO of K12 Inc., received annual compensation in 2010 of more than $2.6 

million dollars.61 While Bennett was still on the board of K12 Inc., the state of Arkansas 

was awarded a $4 million grant from the U.S. Department of Education to establish a 

virtual charter school, the Arkansas Virtual Academy. The curriculum for the Academy was 

supplied by K12 Inc., leading to the appearance that Bennett’s political influence helped 

bring the grant about.62  

Government and corporations have engaged in relationships to benefit profit-making 

companies for decades, if not centuries. In ―crony capitalism,‖ as these relationships are 

sometimes called, business uses lobbyists to cultivate close relationships with government 

officials. These relationships result in government favoritism in such areas as the 

distribution of permits, government grants, special tax breaks, and the like. When 

government adopts regulations or sets up regulatory agencies for a particular industry, 

current industry representatives may be appointed to positions that allow them to use 

their regulatory authority against their competitors or to minimize regulatory protection of 

consumers and taxpayers—a situation often referred to as ―regulatory capture.‖  

What is relatively new on the cronyism scene is the move to privatize traditional state 

functions and services such as prisons, parks, and public schools. The privatization of 

prisons is well advanced in the U.S., with lobbyists successfully prodding legis lators into 

contracting out these ―services‖ and even passing stiffer sentencing laws (―three strikes 

and you’re out‖) and so increasing the flow of prisoners into for-profit incarceration.63 The 

privatization of K-12 public education is a new field on which the machinations of crony 

capitalism can be played out, and the prize is a portion of the half-trillion dollars spent 

annually on public K-12 education. As Rupert Murdoch said when NewsCorp announced it 

had hired former New York City Chancellor Joel Klein to run its online education division 

and then acquired the company Wireless Generation, ―When it comes to K through 12 

education, we see a $500 billion sector in the U.S. alone that is waiting desperately to be 

transformed by big breakthroughs that extend the reach of great teaching.‖64 
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The case of the Arizona Virtual Academy, mentioned briefly above with regard to 

outsourcing to India, may become all too typical of the relationships between government, 

corporations, and advocacy in the area of public K-12 education. This large charter school 

currently enrolls approximately 5,000 full-time online students. The State of Arizona pays 

the school approximately $6,000 per student, the typical rate for a charter school student 

(even though the Academy maintained only an office in downtown Phoenix and no other 

physical site). The Academy last year collected approximately $30 million in state funding, 

approximately 90% of the total state funding for virtual schools. The Director of the 

Arizona Virtual Academy was formerly an employee of the Goldwater Institute in 

Phoenix—a conservative think-tank championing vouchers, charter schools, and other  

For-profit virtual education businesses have started to exercise influence 

over elected positions that could provide them with later payoffs. 

privatization proposals—and currently serves on the Arizona Charter School Board, which 

she once chaired. She also is employed as a Senior Vice-President of the above-mentioned 

K12 Inc., and approximately two-thirds of the state money going to the Arizona Virtual 

Academy is passed through to K12 Inc. These conflicts of interest would quickly lead to 

resignations—if not indictments—in most traditional public school settings.65 But in the 

private realm they are apparently seen, and even valued, as mere interlocking connections.  

The Arizona Virtual Academy outsourcing story is also relevant in this context. The 

Academy listed some of these East Indian cyber tutors as ―secondary teachers‖ on courses . 

In fact, Terry Moe and John Chubb in their recent book Liberating Learning: Technology 

Politics and the Future of Education cite with approbation the outsourcing of instruction 

to low-paid ―cyber tutors‖ in India. But when questioned by a local reporter, the Academy’s 

director insisted that they were actually only ―outside scorers.‖  66 In any case, in pursuit of 

commercial interests, these sorts of corporate efficiencies are attractive and will very likely 

be pursued in the absence of regulation. 

In Arizona and most other states, charters to run public schools are only issued to non-

profit entities. Consequently, for-profit corporations set up non-profit foundations and 

other organizations to obtain a charter, and then the charter school purchases a full range 

of services from the profit-making corporation. These services are not limited to the 

provision of courses on a network—increasingly via the Internet because of its much lower 

cost than private networks. They also extend to human resources services, student record 

keeping (maintaining test scores, attendance, and discipline records), and even teacher 

training.  

Again, the Arizona Virtual Academy provides an instructive example. The charter under 

which the Academy operates was issued to Portable Practical Educational Preparation, Inc. 

(PPEP) in 2003. PPEP is listed as a non-profit organization, and yet while the company 

also is a long-standing provider of other services, its virtual charter operations seem 

indistinguishable from a subdivision of K12 Inc. Of the staff listed under PPEP, 90% of the 

email addresses are to someone@k12.com.67 Even the website for the AVA is maintained 

on the K12 Inc. servers: http://www.k12.com/azva/  
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However egregious this Arizona example may seem, it is not unique. For example, in much 

the same way that other business interests have long influenced political races, for-profit 

virtual education businesses have started to exercise influence over elected positions that 

could eventually provide them with payoffs. Idaho Superintendent of Public Instruction 

Tom Luna, for instance, has been a vigorous proponent of K-12 virtual schooling since 

assuming that office in 2007. Luna served as a senior adviser to U.S. Secretary of 

Education Rod Paige from 2003 to 2005, and he currently serves as President-Elect of the 

Council of Chief State School Officers. He has proposed a plan called Students Come First. 

This plan would require that a certain number of online courses be completed by high 

school students and would also require laptop computers be made available to all students. 

Among the many accomplishments of his administration as listed on his website is the 

following: ―Created the Division of Innovation and Choice to spur innovation and expand 

choices in public education through public charter schools, magnet schools, open 

enrollment, virtual education, dual credit and other opportunities.‖68 In October 2009, 

Luna held a re-election fundraiser in the offices of a major Washington D. C. lobbying 

firm. Among the sponsors and contributors were ex-Secretaries of Education William 

Bennett and Rod Paige. K12 Inc., which at that time was operating the Idaho Virtual 

Academy, spent approximately $44,000 in support of Luna’s campaign.69 ―Altogether,‖ 

according to an Idaho Statesman article, ―Luna received 19 percent of his funds from the  

for-profit education sector.‖ 

Recommendations  

The relatively unregulated operation of virtual schools by private or public entities has 

caused many professionals to approach the subject of virtual schooling with caution. 

Increased regulation and oversight seem likely as well as valuable. The substantial 

variation in how states currently regulate virtual K-12 schooling speaks less to the differing 

circumstances across the country than it does to the alacrity with which various states have 

(or have not) confronted the problems posed.70   

Virtual schools operating under charters issued by states are growing at accelerating rates. 

In fact, it seems that regulation and oversight of these entities are lacking in precisely 

those locations where growth is fastest. Legislators must address a full agenda of issues if 

the public trust in public education is to be maintained. Accordingly, it is recommended 

that state legislatures turn their attention to the following four crucial areas:  

Authentication of the Source of Students’ Work. Teachers are well-acquainted with the 

parents who actually create their middle school student’s science fair project. Virtual schools offer 

much greater opportunity for students to obtain credit for work they did not do themselves. Since 

an online instructor does not generally know who actually completes all those online assignments 

and takes the tests, sensible precautions are in order. For example, a trusted organization might 

administer in-person exams, as is currently the practice at some virtual schools.  

Fiscal and Instructional Regulations. K-12 virtual schooling is complex; its proper 

regulation will also be complex. Legislators will have to address, at a minimum, four issues 
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concerning the costs and effectiveness of virtual schools: the level and extent of teacher 

involvement in the instructional process; the certification status of teachers employed by 

virtual schools; the role of tests in earning online credits; and reciprocity of teacher 

certification across state lines. They will also need to determine whether and how 

traditional accounting practices used to fund conventional schools, such as 100-day 

enrollments or average daily membership, apply to funding for virtual schooling.  

Audits. States should conduct audits of private providers, to determine actual costs 

incurred by such companies providing courses and services to virtual schools. Pegging 

reimbursements at some arbitrary level (e.g., 75% of the state’s average contribution), 

ignores the reality of actual cost savings afforded by online instruction. The funding 

system adopted should also deliberately include incentives to provide a high-quality as 

well as an efficient education; audits will inform such decision-making. Virtual education 

costs will depend on such things as the subject being taught, who serves as teachers, and 

how many students are being taught. While private companies must be allowed reasonable 

operating funding, audits can help determine this reasonable amount. 

Accreditation. Currently, there are few agencies to turn to for help in evaluating 

providers of online schooling. States or other public bodies should create and maintain a 

list of legitimate agencies that accredit providers of K-12 online education. To avoid abuses 

such as those encountered with proprietary schools (truck driving, cosmetology, and the 

like) and online diploma mills, the traditional high school accrediting agencies or some 

state or federal governmental agencies must address more vigorously the accreditation of 

commercial online providers of both courses and full-time K-12 programs.  
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